
Time Capsule:

Answer Cards

A NLI Learning Experience: Bringing History to Life

 All documents and primary sources in this program are from
The Senesh Family Archive, with thanks to Ori and Mirit Eisen



Photo Album
Envelope with activity card + 2
photo album pages

Pens/pencils

Optional: Place the photos in a
photo album

Set Up/Tips
Create a sense of family. Use a
space where groups can be in a
circle and all group members have
access to seeing the photos, like
they are looking at a family album
together.

Answers

Equipment



Saying 'cheese' with my brother Giora

Me and Giora all dressed up

With my doll

On the swing with cousins

My ancestors

The Senesh Family Archive, with thanks to Ori and Mirit Eisen



Me and Giora in Tel Aviv, 1944

At the Nahalal Agricultural School for Girls

Enjoying the view

Sweet Sixteen

Helping things grow

The Senesh Family Archive, with thanks to Ori and Mirit Eisen



LOST IN TRANSLATION?

Set Up/Tips

Answers

Equipment

This task is about finding humor.
The translation will be weird, funny
and memorable. Reminder: TEST
that the internet/google translate
app works in the room!

Envelope with activity card + 1
primary source

smartphone or tablet device

Google translate app or internet
connection

The Little Senesh's Paper
The flood

Residents of Budapest no
longer have to worry about
the danger of flooding, one
day the situation was very
dangerous because the
water almost reached the
loading bays. But after that,
the Danube has sunk a lot,
now the ships can already
sail safely.



AUGMENTED REALITY

Set Up/Tips

Answers

Equipment

We are using technology to bring
history to life (to reality) Reminder:
TEST that the internet/google
translate app works in the room!

Envelope with activity card + 3 primary
sources

smartphone or tablet device

Zapper app Which city in Hungary did Chana come from?
Budapest

 
When did Chana receive her aliya certificate?

13 September, 1939
 

Which school did Chana apply to?
Agricultural School for Girls, Nahalal

 
What other names was Chana known by?

Anna and Hagar



GRAFFITI WALL

Set Up/Tips

Answers

Equipment

Inspiration

Tape a giant blank piece of paper to a
large wall. If no wall then floor.
Otherwise use chalk on a blackboard or
markers on a whiteboard. Something to
give a more 3D experience and sturdy
for students to write on. Write or Paint
'Courage' in big letters in the middle.
You can even add some quotes/words
on the paper so that the first students
aren't intimidated AND to help
inspire/prompt their own ideas.

Envelope with activity card + postcard

giant blank paper on the wall OR
blackboard/whiteboard

markers

GOING ABOVE AND BEYOND THE

CALL FOR DUTY

DOING SOMETHING OUTSTANDING

PUSHING YOUR LIMITS



FILL IN THE BLANKS

Set Up/Tips

Answers

Equipment

If you want to create an
'underground' feel, this task could
be completed under tables or in a
dark corner with flashlights/
torches.

Envelope with activity card + blacked
out letter

pens/pencils

Optional: flashlight/torch

My dear George,

I send you again a short letter to make you know, that I am quite OK

and that's all. I guess all my acquaintances and relatives are cross with

me, that I never write and are perhaps even angry with me. Please try

to explain the situation if possible, if not they will forgive me later.

To mother, I do not write now either and your letters must replace the

mine. For this reason I give you the right even to forge my signature,

hoping you will not make use of it for "high financial obligations."

No use writing that I would like to see you, to talk to you and at least to

write more detailed letters. I hope you know that very well. I get your

letters with great delay but sooner or later they reach me, and I am

always ever so glad to hear about you. Thousands of kisses to you and

warm greetings to friends.

From Hanna



POEM PUZZLE

Set Up/Tips

Answers

Equipment

No need to pre-cut anything -
learners can do it as part of the
task, which is to gain familiarity with
the famous song as well as an
insight into the writer's mind and
how Chana built this poem.

Envelope with activity card + musical
score

scissors

"Eli, Eli" playing in the background -
click here

internet connection

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JcQZzMCj9dY


Gather everyone together to
read Chana's story, found on
the left-hand side of Mission
Cards.

Learners can take turns
reading out from the 'speech
bubble' in order from card 1-6.

Also use this opportunity to go
through the answers to each
Mission.

Then reveal Chana's final
secret message...(next page)

STOP THE CLOCK



Set Up/Tips

Equipment

You could arrange to take the note out
of a vintage dress or from a secret
pocket in your own clothes. Be mindful
of being overly performative. The idea
is rather to provide a 3D visual effect
and spark imagination. Being Chana's
last written words before her death,
this is a moment to strike the right
tone.

Printout of Chana's last note (flip two pages)

FINAL: 
CHANA'S SECRET NOTE

As learners pass the note
around the room, 

read aloud the explanation
on the next page and then

the translation.



FINAL: 
CHANA'S SECRET NOTE

The day Chana crossed the border to sneak
into the country of her birth, Hungary, she
was caught immediately and sent to
Budapest by the Hungarian police for
interrogation. Despite severe torture, she
refused to give up details of the mission or
its members. She was tried for treason, and
in November 1944, before the trial was even
completed, she was executed in a prison in
Budapest.

Following her execution, a tiny, brief note
was found in her dress, written in Hungarian.
It was addressed to her mother Katherine.
Chana continued writing until her final
moments. This note preserves the very last
lines she wrote in her lifetime.

This is Chana's Final Note to Her Mother Dear mother, 

I don't know what to tell you. I

will only say this: A thousand

thanks and more, and forgive me,

if you can. After all, you will

understand, better than anyone

else, that words are not

necessary now. 

With great love, your daughter.
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Set Up Notes

Equipment

SIKKUM: POST-IT NOTE REFLECTIONS

Gather in a circle. This is a
chance for students to self-
reflect as well as to hear, from
others, something they might
not have considered or
connected to.

pens/pencils

post-it notes/memo pad 
(any 2 colors)

Invite learners to write thoughts on post-it notes and place
them in the middle of the circle:
> color 1: what surprised you about Chana Senesh? 
> color 2: if you could meet Chana Senesh, what would you
say or ask?

Give enough quiet time to think and write.

Go through the notes and invite several students to elaborate
if they wish. Expand on their answers or offer other ideas that
you think might be missing.

Finish off with your own preferred summary. Feel free to
refer to any part of this pack for inspiration.

Encourage them to share what they learned with one other
person today.


